Ben (reading): "So he slipped on his coat and went downstairs."
Len: "Did he hurt himself much?"—*Yale Record.*
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The Farmer.
The farmer leads no EZ life,
The CD sows will rot;
And when at EV rests from strife
His bones will AK lot.
In DD has to struggle hard
To EK living out;
If IC frosts do not retard
His crops, there'll BA drought.
Both NZ cannot make to meet,
And then for AD takes
Some boarders, who so RT eat
&E no money makes.
Of little UC finds this life;
Sick in old AG lies;
The debt he OZ leaves his wife,
And then in PC dies.

—Ex.

Of all the sad words
Of tongue or pen,
The saddest are these —
I've flunked again.

—Ex.
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